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The back-end office operations staff are often the “heartbeat of the company”.  If they fail, the 
company has no cash-flow.  If they don’t understand and realize the importance of streamlined 
office operations, all the work done in the field is for naught.  Poor office management can lead 
a company to poor cash management, poor record keeping and unacceptable management 
practices.  This, in turn, can hurt a company’s ability to perform professionally in the eyes of its 
stakeholders, employees and customers.  Attendees of the Internal Ops Event will discuss HR 
issues as well as concerns surrounding service providers.  They will be introduced to best 
practices for keeping the company positioned for efficient and effective management of “back 
office” operations.  Here we will also spend time on the legalities associated with snow and ice 
management, with advice as presented by one of the leading lawyers in defense of a snow 
company. 
 

2019 INTERNAL OPS FACILITATORS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Monday – July 22, 2019 
 
12:45 PM Flagship Trolley will pick up the group at the hotel. 
  1:00 PM   Welcome to 2019 Internal Operations Event 
  1:30 PM Introductions and review of agenda 
  1:45 PM Defining the Roles 

Those involved in the operations of the company, at some point, touch the flow of 
information as it enters the system. Who are these folks, what are their roles and 
how do we keep them all focused in the right direction.  This includes field personnel, 
dispatch personnel, accounting and administrative staffing. 

  3:15 PM Leader of the Pack 
Special attention needs to be given to this position - the challenges of dealing with all 
the incoming and outgoing information requires a special dedication to detail. Not 
just during the snow event, but before AND after it begins snowing. Here, we'll 
discuss these various challenges and how to address them successfully. 
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  4:30 PM Break for Group Dinner 
  
Tuesday – July 23, 2019 
 
  8:15 AM  Flagship Trolley will pick up the group at the hotel. 
  8:30 AM Human Resources & Legal Issues 

In most companies, the Office Manager doubles as the HR Director. Here, we will 
review the specific challenges associated with the HR Position. Having spent many 
years managing hundreds of people, Peggy Allin and Josh Ferguson will discuss the 
specific issues associated with the very important endeavor - whether or not you have 
a large workforce or just a couple folks.  Josh Ferguson will discuss the legal issues with 
regards to having employees and subs/service providers working for you.  Utilizing 
independent Service Providers can be a challenge - especially from the viewpoint of 
those working in the office. If you use a technology based solution to track what is 
happening, or a paper based solution - the challenges can be daunting.  And, what are 
the legal issues you face when/if you get sued in a slip-and-fall incident.  

12:00 PM Lunch 
  1:00 PM You’ve been sued.  How did that happen? 

How does this happen, and how do you defend yourselves?  It starts way before anyone 
even thinks about filing suit.  It starts with the contract and its management.  Once the 
suit happens, what can you expect, and how should you react.  Here we’ll go through 
the process, soup to nuts and walk you through the process step by step.  Josh Ferguson 
will take you through the quagmire that is the “legal system” as it pertains to slip & fall 
suits – how to react, how to prep your field staff (and sometimes, the Owner) for a 
deposition and/or trial. 

4:30 PM Break for the Evening.  Flagship Trolley to take the group back to the hotel.  Dinner will 
be on your own.  Please see below some local restaurants that are available.  

 
Wednesday – July 24, 2019 
 
  8:15 AM  Flagship Trolley will pick up the group at the hotel. 

  8:30 AM Accounting and Insurance “stuff.” 
How does all this work?  And, more importantly, why is it important for the back-end 
office people to know about this.  Here, we’ll cover what you need to know, how 
accounting and insurance stuff “fits in” and what you need to do to prepare.  What 
accounting items pertain to you, and how do you oversee insurance issues/reporting 
and dealing with incidents and accidents?   

10:45 AM Break 
11:00 AM Accounting 

Every Office Manager gets to play with numbers, even if only on the fringes of the 
organization. To that end - understanding the basics and how the numbers affect the 
overall organization is paramount to the ultimate success of the internal operations 
professional. Whether using Quick Books or an excel program, proficiency often eludes 
us. Basic and advanced questions/concerns will be dealt with here. 

12:30 PM Lunch 
  1:30 PM Streamlining the Billing and Collections Processes 

How fast are the invoices going out of your company?  Discussion about "best 
practices" with regards to getting the invoices out the door quickly (and correctly).  
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Once those invoices are in the customer’s hands, they will determine your cash flow.  
Unfortunately, collections can also determine that cash flow. Not having a collections 
policy can stifle cash-flow. Inadequate "turn" on your money costs the company 
dearly.  Here we will discuss the ramifications of not having an adequate collections 
policy. We will also discuss Credit Cards and the pros/cons of accepting payments via 
credit cards, as well as other methods of electronic payment - with the ultimate goal 
of speeding up the "turn" on money.   

  3:00 PM Break 
  3:15 PM Snow Equipment and it’s True Cost 

Repair or replace?  What is the right call for the company owner? Too often the 
decision is made based upon “gut”. This is wrong and can ultimately cost the 
company way too much money. Properly evaluating the true cost of either decision 
can mean the difference between a “nice profit” at the end of the season – or an 
“adequate profit”.  We will go over basic equipment as well as technology driven 
equipment so a cursory understanding of how the equipment works is gained. 

  4:30 PM Break for Group Dinner  
 
Thursday – July 25, 2019 
 
  8:15 AM  Flagship Trolley will pick up the group at the hotel.   
  8:30 AM Contract Management 

It is never as simple as taking the signed contract and putting it into a file drawer. 
Here too, there needs to be a process that is followed so that all pertinent 
information is captured. From assigning the account to a proper route, to 
scheduling the "end of season review" - a process is paramount to the successful 
behind the scenes operation. We will lay out that process in a format that is easy 
to follow and (more importantly) implement within the company structure. 

10:00 AM Break 
10:15 AM Social Media – how to make the most of it 

Social Media is here to stay.  How can you engage your audience?  How do 
you plan out your posts? Here we will develop a monthly calendar to help 
you get started with a planned social media program.  Jeremy Howe has 
worked with dozens of snow management contractors to get their names 
out into the marketplace through the best use of Facebook, Linked In 
and/or proper website management. 

    Noon  Lunch in the Boardroom – Thank you for attending this Internal Operations Event!  
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Notes:   
 

Snowfighters Institute will supply transportation with Flagship Trolley to the Erie Airport at no  
charge to the attendees.  Transportation to the Cleveland-Pittsburgh-Buffalo  
Airports can be provided at a nominal charge.  If you choose to use these options, you must 
supply us a copy of your flight itinerary for scheduling purposes.  Please call Debbie if you need 
further assistance @ 814-455-1991 or Debbie@SnowfightersInstitute.com.   
 
Your itinerary should be sent to Debbie@SnowfightersInstitute.com to allow for proper 
planning of transportation to and from the airport. 
 
Included in registration fees: 
Group Lunch Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday  
Group Dinner on Monday and Tuesday 
All handout materials 
Transportation from and to Erie Airport as/if needed 
Transportation to and from hotel to Snowfighters Institute 

 

Hotel reservations must be made by June 22, 2019 to guarantee discounted rate.  Please call 
the TownePlace Suites by Marriott at 814-866-7100.   Be sure to mention Snowfighters Institute 
to get into the room block at $109.00 a night for a King size bed. Should you need a Two 
Bedroom Suite, please contact Snowfighters Institute for assistance.  To make your reservation 
please click here to book your group rate for Internal Operations.  
 

Wednesday Night Dinner Options 
Here are some dining options available near the hotel: 
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